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Regions bank hours on saturday in memphis

OTHER BANKS NEAR THE SITE First Tennessee Bank Park Place 1249 Ridgeway Road, Memphis, TN 38119 Bank of America Shady Grove 6060 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, TN 38119 Independent Bank Ridgeway 6209 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, TN 38119 Evolve Bank &amp; Trust Triad 6070 Poplar Avenue, Suite 100, Memphis, TN 38119 SunTrust Bank
Memphis Regional 999 S Shady Grove Rd, Memphis, TN 38120 3307 Poplar Avenue Memphis, TN 38111 H - Thu: 9 a.m.-4.30 p.m. Friday: 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat: 9 a.m.-12 p.m. Sun: Closed Mon - Fri: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat: 9 a.m.-12 p.m. V: Closed Transactions Deposits Cash Withdrawal Check Cashing - No account required cashier checks Money transfers
transfers between accounts Transfers Products / services (Opening and service) Current accounts Savings accounts - Money market, CDs, IRA credit card credit lines/loans/mortgage insurance securities/investments* Type: Drive-up ATM ATM Hours: 24/7 ATM accepts deposits: Yes, 8 p.m. cutoff on working days ATM Languages: English, Spanish ATM
Features: Voice Guidance, Touch screen, headphone jack type: Drive-up ATM ATM Clock: 24/7 ATM Accept Inserts: Yes, 8 p.m. cutoff on working days ATM Languages: English, Spanish ATM Features: , , Size Number Available base price* 3 X 10 25 $90 5 X 10 53 $125 10 X 10 4 $250 20 X 20 1 $500 * Subject to availability. The price may vary and does
not include a discount of up to 60% for current customers in the regions. Sending/receiving money domestically or internationally, or paying invoices – no current account is required. Looking for a bank in Memphis, TN? The Poplar Branch is located on the corner of Poplar Avenue and Palisade Street, west of Walgreens in Shelby County. Regions Bank
helps you take the next step with competent professionals while providing exceptional customer service and financial guidance. The regions have 249 branches and 663 ATMs in TN, which offer you a full range of personal deposits, loans and credit lines, business services, insurance*, investment* products. You can use Regions services without an invoice,
such as cheque redemption1 and/or Western Union® transfers. With Online Banking and Mobile Banking2, you can access your accounts without visiting an account, or take advantage of banking in many regions, such as depositing cheques or depositing money on your rechargeable, prepaid Regions Now card using Regions Mobile Deposit2. Make an
appointment today to find out more. *Deposits made after cutoff time, weekends or public holidays will be posted to your account on the next business day. All products and services are subject to terms, conditions and fees. The Western Union name, logo, and related trademarks and service marks owned by Western Union Holdings, Inc. may be used with
permission. 1 Check Cashing Services do not require a current account and are subject to registration, terms, conditions and fees. Check the cash withdrawal fees at the from 1% to 5% and with minimum fees. Schedule the total fee available at regions.com or on your premises. The regions reserve the right to refuse control. 2 Mobile banking services, text
alerts, mobile apps and mobile payments in regions require a compatible device and registration in online banking. To register for online banking, you must have a Social Security or TAX identification number or use alternative registration procedures that can be accessed by visiting an account. Regions Mobile Deposit pays a fee. Your mobile operator's
messaging and data charges may apply. Lobby Hours {{day.day | limitTo:3 | inken}} is not available drive-up hours {{day.day | limitTo:3 | inken}} is not available Account phone number 800-734-4667 Regions Bank Summer Main branch in Memphis, TN located at 6200 Poplar Avenue, Memphis. This branch has been in operation since 1869. In general,
branches are closed on Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. This branch site does not have a buoyatic service. If you have any questions about this account location or would like to contact an account employee, please contact them at 800-734-4667. Regions Bank and Summer main branch location FDIC is
provided. Summer's main branch has not yet been evaluated. Page 2Exclude reviews of other branchesPhone Link Broken. Question when dialed (281) 852-8897 several times: The call did not go through, please try again. Phone connection broken. Prompt when dialed (281) 852-8897 several times: The call did not go through, please try again.when does
the drive open through? Why is the branch closed? Why are all local (for us) accounts closed? Very friendly staff provide exceptional customer service.can not find phone number okeechobee branchhorrible customer service. After my last contact, I'll pick another bank. THE PHONE STICKS LIST THE LOCAL PHONE NUMBERS! Friendly, knowledgeable
staff. Nice facility. Enjoy the regions, but list your local phone numbers. Only 1-800 # No local # = very bad custermer service. Why is all the numbers busy at the bank????? They're all 800 nubers!!!!!!! People there are so rude I do not know why they work thereThe people there are so rude do not know why they work thereThe advertising is terribleThe local
number 417-297-7020mi is the actual phone number of the regions bank in Mooresville, in? not the number 800!!! The 317-831-9500 says it was interrupted by LeT cashing multiple cheques at Regions Bank in Delphi and shorting it to $1,000. I got home after the closing g and can't contact anyone. I thought they were going to contact me when their account
ended, but I didn't hear from themIt's ridiculous that I can't call the local branch. I've been on the moon for so long, now the branch is closed. Stupidity that I did not give me a local phone numberFirst I tried to do it online it does not work, then I tried to call I was on hold for an hour and a minute and then now I'm trying to call and not call back or I can not get
through to the worst I can make my account are after 1520 years and go with someone elseBranch is open but can not be called directly and an 80 minute wait for the 800 number. You're kidding me! Can you appreciate it as less than a star!? I'm trying to get a number for a local branch in South Carolina. Your computer phone service says it's not in South
Carolina. I know three (at least) unless they close today. Why would you want people to work so hard? I don't have an account with you right now, and I don't see why I'd ever want one after this. He tried to use my ATM card on Saturday, and the machine took my card. Then after Monday trying to contact the bank did not even get the account number!!!!! I'm
angry. This is such terrible customer service. The worst, slowest bank in the world. NO PHONE??? Tried to load $380 now card said sorry for the inconvenience that the card and money returned card back held at $380 and no receipt worried that on Sunday no one to help meAll was so very helpful and kind and proves that I chose the right bank. Excellent
customer service I do not know the phone number to make an app for you idiotsTrying that phone number with multiple accounts regions.I can not get you on your phone. Why do you only have a number of 1-800? Worst personal service ever.put a dam phone number if you want people to call you go to another bank number Next time to branch, pick up
your business card. It's got their local number on it. I've been holding your 800 number for over 18 minutes to see why I only received a statement last week from one of my two accounts. Why can't you still get your local phone number for your customers? This is unacceptable. I'm in Australia and I need to transfer my girlfriend some money too please give
me a quick numberFees, fees, fees, used to be the best bank now crap landline instruction to send money to the customer and I've been on hold for 10 minutes already and still holding. Waiting 10 minutes for an 800 is ridiculous. I'm changing my account with a local number and customer service. Why is the local number disconnected???? So now, the only
way to talk to someone is to wait 10-15 minutes for a free number? That's ridiculous! What happened to calling my local banker? I'm closing my account. You must always publish a local number. He's been waiting forever, at least the airlines are automatically calling back... torture listening sales pitch over &amp; over! 0 stars in phone serviceI was an
employee/branch manager. They're ruthless, and they don't care about their employees, no loyalty. The worst!!!! New cust. I can't even reach them on the phone. They should be locked up!!!!! I had a meeting with the investment banker at 10:00 got there at 15 min.early waited 45 minutes. He didn't show up. I left my number to call me when he came in. It's
word@ 11:30 a.m. ??? The app. It was a jokeabsolutely depise this bank. They screw a customer over each time they receive. I'm not going into the full details of the many, many, many problems I had with the regions, but I say I will never do business with them again. Their greed is insatiable. They even change the date of the statements to put in place as
many fees as possible for accruals. Too many banks and credit unions deal with the shit of the regions. You're going to give me money to pay the bill? He's been with you, the local numbers!!!! Ashley, the new branch manager, is rude and obnoxiant. Regions need to monitor customer service on their behalf. Regions like me all day to hold the phone. Put up
your local account numbers. I think I'm going to close my account. I hate robots. Regions of Zelda Road seem to be just interested in selling annuities and nothing else. In this sense, it seems that the commission-based product does not always serve the best interests of the customer or their needs. At the ATM located on Hwy 80 clinton, MS took the debit
card and did not release it. I am stuck with no money for gas and cards to go to another ATM. He couldn't talk to anyone because customer service is not a 24-hour option at the bank.. Now I'm going to have to lose money, which I can't afford, because I have to take the job to try and get my card back today because I need it. It really sucks because I have
been using this ATM for a while and it has never happened before. But on the day I really need the money, BAM DRAWER : RAJESH KUMAR AND BROTHERSDRAWEE : PERSIAN CARPET GALLERIES INCBRANCH : 4600 KINGSTONE PIKE KNOXVILLE TN 37919TRANSACTION REFERENCE NUMBER:0421417NC0004 PAYMENT FOR THE
ABOVE QUOTED BILL NOT RECEIVED TILL DATE. PLEASE ARRANGE PAYMENTS AS THE EARLIEST OTHERWISE PLEASE RETURN THE ORIGINAL BILL OF LADING &amp; BILL OF EXCHANGE SENT BY OUR BANK ( STATE BANK OF INDIA SME BRANCH BHADOHI -221401 INDIAVanjon must be phones available at the bank branch, not
operator. I can't ask you every question I have to ask a robot. Regions can last forever deposit money when I come into the bank and give them money that my account should be in my account immediately not days later. Regions cannot read reviews, almost all of them complaints about telephone service. My mother bans with the Regions, and she's here to
live with me. I had to change his address. Since I was held up forever, I went to the nearest branch. There is only one provider in the bank who has been with another customer for more than 30 minutes. I'm out of here. I bank bankPlus and open an account with them with my mother. Goodbye RegionsARGH! no account phone numbers big time waster for
you and meThe branch manager (John) in this place is so nice and helpful. He quickly took care of my problem and took time to listen to everything I had to say. Everyone I've been in contact with in the place, he was always so polite. Excellent Excellent Service! I can't get to my local department. You have not received a response to the number you entered
in 15 minutes. You need a better system for customers to talk to the branch. It is very difficult to contact someone with bank informationUnheard-of that there is no way to join your local account! The automated phone system is one of the worst I've ever used. Oh, and by the way, I'll be closing all my accounts after regions. And you'd better get a little more
light on your TV. He didn't know if Hawaii was part of the United States or where he was. Really! Western Union is still looking for the money he sent, somewhere. I would like to give feedback, but I can not get through to a man of any kind. I can only find out the time and place when I dial the given number. It's a little hard to do business like this!!!!! Ratting the
phone service -10 sucks!!! How about an opportunity to talk to a person! I have been a valued customer for over 15 years and today's experience really reminded me twice of pursuing the banking needs regions of Millbrook Al. I don't know if Renee had a bad day, but she was very rude and disrespectful. I don't need an attitude in a transaction. He's like this
every time I have to deal with him. You may need to go back to a customer service course to see how to handle the customer. I got the wrong amount back - I'm trying to find someone to talk to about this issue. I am very dissatisfied . Cashing the check and deposit and the girl in the window took apound on her own to do what she wanted my money I'm
angryIt's ATM machine regions 2415 Sylvester Road take my card back and I need my card back ASAP PLEASE CALL ME on 229 319 3477 THANK YOU MY NAME IS DORETHA HINESPlease list of local bank phone numbers. Waiting times are crazy. Let's talk directly to the local bank. List the numbers. I can not reach the banker's number already down
and I've waited half an hour for someone with the 800 number I didThe because I did not publish the local account phone number, I just lost the CD.I don't do it in my regular banking regions, but I opened a credit card with them because I thought it was a great offer. He tried to create an online account for the credit card. What a nightmare. Are companies still
doing business like this? I haven't dealt with such poor people in at least a decade. On hold for 20 minutes (the automated voice told me it would be 7 minutes), reps that sounded confusing to transfer from all over the world to different classes that since there are more 800 numbers in different classes that I could call the next day, reps that can't solve my
problem, and yet, incredibly, still try to sell me more services. Incredible... You can not contact branch directly! Keeping an 800 is stupid!!!! Get the program!!!!!! Customer service does not exist if you are still branch by phone. The phone numbers published at the time of the call are invalid. That's not satisfactory at all. Already call the bank Summerfield fl and
head office for more than 2 hours today, and the local number is derespersed for the regions out of business? Many occisians I went to Hueytown Ala Branch and ATM empty was so frustratingThe experience was very pleasant as always, this is the second time I use this Central Regions Bank, I used this pot with a large deposit 7yrs ago and the experience
was amazing, I know unnecessary fees etc I recommend Regions Bank in all areas of life for the poorest of the richest. Michael CarruthersWhy in the world do you not publish the phone numbers of each account? I have a quick question and have been keeping the 800 number for a very long time. I bet if someone answers, they might not even know the
answer to my question. I just need to know if the bank has a clerk and if they'll be there on Saturday. I have to ask someone to meet me there on Saturday, but I don't want to be a 45-minute drive and then not be able to do what we have to do. This bullshit trying to contact your local bankBank rep is great! There was a waiting time, etc., 2 hours to open an
account. All was waiting for approval from the Corp's office prices not Irondale branch. On April 25, 2018, I will receive my arrears, which is about 15,000. I want to open a savings or current account and deposit the check. I'm moving to Ponchatoula, La Friday. How quickly after depositing and opening an account I can pull money from out.to accounts and
lease and rent a uhaul and buy furniture like ASAP. I'd like to be on my way tomorrow night or Thursday. Thank you for your time. If I were to choose zero stars, I'd do this place. Worst regions branch shreveport. Unfriendly, rude, terrible customer service, lack of full board! If you want a good community bank that cares about it the locals do not go to the
regions Youree Dr. Closed all accounts here and switch to your local friendly credit union. Trying to contact my local office in Crossville tn on Miller Ave I got the wrong number several times. I need a call back from someone @229 506 3163Cant to call their local branch without waiting 15 minutes to connect. Bye Bye regions.i really like my bank, very nice,
super fast service, phone responded quickly. I'm a business owner in Saraland. This branch does not have enough money to help customers. I visited at 1.30pm yesterday and there were 10 cars waiting in the car lanes. I went in and there was a 10 client. This is not unusual in this branch. Two days later, when I was there, they opened late. I gave up
yesterday and went to branch 158. I immediately went up to the commercial lane, they helped me, and I was on my way. The 143 accounts need higher wage costs for good customer service. With this question, a Way. TERRIBLE WAITING AND WAITING PHONE CUSTOMER SERVICE -I'M CLOSING THE ACCOUNT -I HATE THIS BANK !!!!!!!!!!! They've
been doing a great job for me and my husband, we've been a new manager for a while, obviously not taken seriously. I'm changing accounts next week with a new bank. Pete, I would never have let you go this far. As for the call, I spent two hours on hold tonight, no one could take responsibility or be willing to help me. Goodbye regions. Obviously, I can be a
little fish in a big pond. No local account number anywhere? I called 800, and they spent 15 minutes trying to check the money on a check we got. They said they didn't check the checks. Customer service representative was rude. I'm so glad I'm no longer banking on Regions. Zero stars. The branch itself is fine. Like everyone else said, trying to call and talk
to someone is a nightmare. Expect to sit on hold for a long time. I had to trace a check order that said it was delivered to the local branch instead of my apartment. I sat on hold with the 800 number for 34 minutes, only to be moved to the local branch to answer my question in less than 5 minutes. This is not an acceptable level of service. Why the hell can't
you contact a local account by phone?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? Because you're a bunch of assholes, that's why. Im in the previous comment
or. The customer service representative was very kind and apologised, but I just needed my money elsewhere. His great demeanor gives them 5 stars. I know it's not their fault. I can't reach the bank on the phone. I wanted to ask them how to invest my $70,000 better. So I'm going to drive over there and close my drawer. That's terrible customer service.
Zero stars. I had to talk to someone in the church. There's no phone number for the branch. The number 800 wasn't useful at all. I needed a person that took h Ave about 5 minutes. Banks are so impersonal. I hate talking to a machine. Your phone is terrible. I've been a client for 15 years. I just wanted to talk to Jessica at the West Approach office. I started at
3:15, and now it's 3:57, and I couldn't talk to anyone. I'm still responding to the first step in the process. I think I'm going to go to a bank somewhere else. TERRIBLE SERVICE LINE. WAIT UNTIL YOU CONNECT IT TO ANOTHER VOICE, NOT TO ONE
PERSON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! The poorest service I've ever had from any bank. We tried to use Western Union and were denied service.
We were told they would protect us from elder abuse. They treated us like we were kids who didn't know what we were doing. They didn't believe we knew the person we were going to send money to. We're glad we're not a client of this bank, and we never are. The wealth adviser insisted that his sentence be replaced by our own. We've never been treated
so disrespectfully. We cannot properly express our disdenation with this bank. We're not even giving this bank a star. I work five days a week, same hours. I wait for the phone to ask a simple question and no one picks up just the same endless footage. The poorest service I've ever had from any bank. Please open sat. in the morning or stay open until 18:00.
It seems that at least half of the people that respond to the feedback you get from people with poor ratings. It's not a really good business model. When you search for a specific Regions Bank Office phone # No Office number listed...? I live in Franklin, and I love what the Regions stand for, and that's why we chose them as our bank. However: I absolutely
hate that I can't contact my local branch with a local phone number. A quick 30-second response through a local person and line becomes the full hour of non-human waiting time to filter through areas just to get someone on the line. It's ridiculous and it's really bad. Please review what good local customer service means and reinstall your local line for
human help. I thought I'd ask you a question about an FB message to get a faster answer, but now that I've been waiting, I got to my meeting late and completely interrupted my day. Get yourself together and listen to these comments and make the necessary changes in order to keep and get customers, otherwise you will end up regions will suffer because of
this bad and terrible policy. :( disgruntled customer. I need someone with the power to contact me. I need help with my account. work number 706-529-5763 to request Sandy.cell #706-271-8803. I spoke to customer service at the main site. I spent a lot of time at 800#. If there is management- please contact me. rating 0 stars like all others there is no local
phone number at your local bank. Drive to the branch and the service is friendly and knowledgeable, but HELLO REGIONS, it's 2018. If your business can't be taken care of by your computer or 800 numbers you should be able to talk to your local bank. Who wants to take some time off work and drive to the bank when a five-minute phone call with the local
bank can solve the problem. 800 number is extremely BAD customer service. If they had zero stars, I'd give them this. This is BIH's Lauren Washington, who comes to work at 3 p.m. to unra ply her mobile and keep your money for weeks as his God is looking for problems that do not exist, except his mind will put your life on hold, etc. He needs to be
tormented. Don't join join especially if you're black, you're racist. We shouldn't let that airhead BIH tell us. It's really a pain that you can't contact your local branch. I tried to make an appointment online yesterday to visit the branch and the meeting was never booked. I've been here over 20 minutes to make an appointment for today. Why can't I call my branch
directly? This is terrible customer service! The people at the branch are very nice, but since I waste 15 minutes of my time to ask a simple question to only one person that the branch can answer me, it's not a bank I plan to continue doing business with! Although I've always had great customer service within the branch, I really want you to have a way to
contact your account directly. I've been with a free song for over 20 minutes. It's not really customer friendly, and it's going to get worse. Although I do not bank regions, I made a call away: the transfer I tried to make to my sons account. There's no way around it, just a phone number. I was on hold for over 15 minutes. Just to ask you a simple question. I was
driving to do it. If I was in a different situation, I probably would have dropped the phone! I don't think I'm going to open an account with them soon. I can't reach anyone on this branch, I don't have a phone number. But the people who work there are always nice. I've been with this bank for 35 years. I've had an account with a bank for 40 years. They've been
through all the mergers, acquisitions and name changes. A local, careful, impersonable bank turned into a horror show. Finally, when I went into the head office I received a local phone number, the answer about that no number was the HA HA, Yes, I had a problem with that. Then I applied for a credit card for my child who had travelled abroad. In the
process I found that the wrong, yes BAD, Social Security number on my 40 year old account, again Oh Ha, Ha, I certainly don't know how it happened. I was told that my SSN card and my husband and I could fill out a form XXXX to fix the problem. They won't know how the number changed, but I assure you it wasn't a typo, it was a whole new number with a
Colorado opening scene when I was born in Arkansas. Oh, Ha Ha. As soon as I know how this mess came about and the damage I've done to my life as a result, I'm going to change banks. In the meantime, Oh Ha Ha. This is a terrible, irresponsible bank. I daresing to put the name of a person who works there, or a number, so that you can call that answer.
They just don't use phone numbers in that place. I think what they've done to us is achievable, and I'm going to continue to do responsible.is, if only to make the Coliseum's bank open now? Same as the dozens of people previous, no local number on the branch and terrible waiting time and endless menu. He was a customer years and things have certainly
changed, I think we should also. I want to know if the Dyersburg branch is open today. Because the weather's bad. And I also want to know if there will be a delay in my disability check deposited in February. He always goes in on the 3rd. I swapped banks, and someone said my check might be late with the 3 payment. I hope my accounts are set up that day
and the local phone number is a real pain. I wanted to set up an account, if she wasn't with you, maybe I'd go somewhere else. the number listed as local is a fax number. hot springs village. Everyone was always so polite and kind! The bank always smells clean and clean. I've been with this bank for over 18 years. I always recommend this bank to
everyone, regardless of whether they bank somewhere else! Well done!!!! Please post your direct phone number on the website! I don't want to talk to a computer. I'd like to dial a number and talk to someone who lives in the branch office. Thank you for opening a checking account a week ago. The experience was respectful, informative and overall pleasant.
This was the bank where we opened our account. Diane (missed spelling) had dinner. Harry and I miss seeing himThree branch is permanently closed and this was done without notice. There are no regions in Leesburg anymore. I'm going to go shopping at a bank now. Why isn't this place with a local account number. . . . First of all, I'm trying to call this
bank, because after contacting them three times and submiting all the necessary information, you still haven't updated my account. I started calling this branch at 1:10 this afternoon. It's 3:50 now, and he's not answering his phone yet. It's going to ring until it hangs me. I called them myself a total of 12 times and the call center tried to contact them for a total
of 4 just to say they were constantly trying. I don't understand how you might be so busy that no one can answer your call. This bank was a nightmare. Do yourself a favor and go somewhere elseThe experience of Regions Bank, Anderson, S.C. Has been very good. I've been one of your clients since you bought the bank from the last company. I've known
your employees for a long time. I enjoyed your service until last week. I tried to call the Callaway, Florida Branch with the number stored on my cell phone, it was no longer a service, changed to a damn 800-734-4667 number. I called that song trying the Callaway Branch number and spent a few minutes punching options and listening to a lot of wasted words
before finally joining a living lady. I asked for the Callaway number and was told to go online enter my account, pin #, etc. to see my balance, apparently my only response was to sign up for online banking. It's not going to happen, this 84-year-old man is not going to get into that mess. The USPS lost in August and Bank statements, I finally got the Callaway
number from a friend after I made several calls. Wading through a few minutes of male cattle feces to try and simply get the Callaway number me terribly. Our elders want fast personal customer service, do a lot of online and computer time that most of us are inefficient and don't know how to fix the bug with it. It says here you should call this number the
Washington Pike Bank. I'm just getting a list of items. I need to talk to someone about the charges in my account. I spent 45 minutes going to different computer area and can't talk to a living person. HOW COME YOU DON'T HAVE A LOCAL ACCOUNT NUMBER? Wy had the bank closed on Friday at 3.30pm when we needed service. Bank opening hours
were between 9:00 and 17:00. I need to speak to the bank manager at 3607 Cheryl Avenue. Next door, we're developing the new Starbucks project. Please call the director at (317) 213-4570 or write with the appropriate contact details. Thank you, Joe DownsIt is the second time in a week that I drove through the drive through a window and was locked in the
middle of the day. They said that anyone should take a break (that's the law) and there was no one to drive through the drive. It can not be broken cascadingly, so the drive through the window does not need to be closed ....... just wandered ..... It was unpleasant. Can I contact someone who speaks Spanish? This is the worst bank. Every time I needed the
bank to help me, I was always rejected by a person jason he was awesome. I made a mistake once and over enlisted and received no help to fix a one-time offer. They charged me to cash my own paycheck when I personally banked with them when I realized that I was too angry and it took them 30 minutes to cash the check, which otherwise was my 30
minute lunch break doing this drive through. This bank is starting to look like the BOA to me, and I'm going to close my account as soon as I can, and I'm going somewhere else. I have a complaint filecustomer service missing! there is no local phone number for me to contact a person in my local university branch, I have been a customer for twenty years and
digital 800 numbers have served us old time clients! Shame on you! This bank is not for small businesses. The watches are terrible, the customer service is terrible - because no one is there when you need them, and THE ATM machines (smart ATMs) are always down. It is not possible to get the staff directly because there is no direct phone. Extremely
frustration that automatic help w / o the necessary options. Very bad system Do not call any number to contact this bank Regions, what a waste of time!!! It's a terrible experience!!! F_ _ _k this place of the so-called business!!!!!!! I have banked in the regions of many and the service here has deteriorated so much in the last few months ....... you need to fix
thisI didn't have to call my local branch to ask a question. You get and 800 numbers I can't talk to anyone. Enter the number 800 on the website. Lousy customer service if you can not talk to your local accountHave had this account for 30 years .... I was out of town and wanted to call the branch and talk to them and couldn't find a number to call to talk to
anyone on my account.... EVERYTHING THAT'S AVAILABLE IS AN 800 NUMBER WHIS IS USELESS TO ME. I'M NOT WHERE CLOSE TO THE REGIONS AND THE PHONE IS ALL I CONTACT. This really sucks... considering disconnect from the regions when I get back and go to a bank that is available by phone .... regardsWorst customer service that
I have ever experienced. Although I had a meeting over safe contents at the Main Branch, I waited more than 2 hours to complete a task, in addition to another person who had an appointment 15 minutes after me. The next month, I went to get one something in my lockbox on Tuesday at 3.45pm and was told there are individuals waiting to meet the only
person who has access to the lock and she went to lunch. Who eats lunch at 3:45 and the bank closes at 4:30. I'm going to remove the contents of my lock box and store it somewhere else. We had to make an appointment for the next day to access the lock. Worst service. Waiting for a large electronic deposit regions Bank Springfield II. 3000 6. The transfer
company requests a contact, phone number, and e-mail address. There's only one company phone number. You cannot specify an e-mail message or a unique name. Should I use another bank because they need this information? I was trying to talk to someone at the Murray crime scenes. (I called both banks) was on hold for 9 minutes. And 10 until
someone answered. It's a bad service. There's no hometown treatment here. It's hard to reach a banker at a bank branch. The only number listed in the regions is an automatic banking line that is not a live banker's weekend. It's very frustrating. Terrible, terrible service. I just wanted to contact my local branch or even customer service. I needed a phone
number. I couldn't count the 26th Street bank branch at 34207 Bradenton, Florida. Unable to get a person to speak to meet customer service at 800-734-4667. I tried several times and options. Thank Goodness it's my old dad who cares about you, not me. I think as soon as I take over his finances, I'm going to have to switch to a bank that's really going to
talk to me. It is impossible to reach a branch with the way the phone system is set - spent 45 minutes trying to call and still hasn't gotten to talk to anyone - you need to get used to it. I need to get the direct numbers of a branch without having to go through all this b / s talk to someone and spend an hour and still do not get - diffently not banking with you - sorry
for the loss of kapil thadani owner account nu 0221298467 I am not able to go online banking and I try cal banking regions I can not tru . please cal the 005016667402 me isshu my chck al ready.. I'm outside my mom's bank. and tried to call the congregation or find information on whether his branch had notarial publicity. There's no listed phone number for
your branch, there's nothing on the automated phone service that allows me to talk to a live representative. Customer service is very difficult - I miss getting in my car and driving to a branch, how is one to talk to a representative to get information? Personally, that's why I'm never going to put a bank with the Regions in a bank. This is not available. Do you
know how much money in a bank account on the firstYesterday, 1/31/17 at about 3:50 pm EST at the Clinton Hwy branch, drive through a female cashier refusing to cash a check I sent to a caregiver, saying the signer's signature looked the same as writing the front of the check (mine). Really???? He also sealed the check so it could not be redeemed
elsewhere!!!! Really???????? What authority did the treasury use to make unsubstantiated assumptions and indictments ??? You've wasted someone's time &amp; caused you serious inconvenience. How dare you??? Don't ask for any worthless apologies. It doesn't change anything, and it doesn't give anything back. The nerve!!!! My husband recently
visited this branch and his debit card, which was taken from him by an employee!! They applied stated that he could not speak enough English and did not need the card and it is illegal for him to make a deposit that was the name of an it! I'm angry, and my lawyer will be in touch soon!!! My laptop was stolen at about 14:00 on SAT 24 Dec.This contained all
relevant information about my regions acct. I do not know the password for this account, so I would ask that my account be frozen until I can contact you by phoneThank you, Robert JamisonI need to list phone # s for each branch. I hate waiting on the phone for someone to talk to. Please list #the Franklin, TN. How can I get my local phone #at the Glenbrook
Way branch in Hendersonville, TNI've been trying to NOT go to the bank, but since it's so close to my home, I've had the bank there. I've been down since April, so I had to get on the neighbors and family to take care of assignments for me. I noticed one of your employees was rude to my account. Since then, I've had people go to Cape Coral E. It's just sad
that I've been banking on your place for so long, and now that this woman's working there, we're all uncomfortable. The regions hold a 9-day hold on cheques deposited from PNC Bank's trust account. My mother is lying on a bed and we take care of her day and night, which is very expensive. These delayed deposits extend your costs. I'm very disappointed
with this bureaucracy, which is unnecessary. I'll make some calls, see if other financial institutions have the same experience. DON'T DO BUSINESS WITH THIS BANK. THE SERVICE IS TERRIBLE AND THE ATM IS ALWAYS OFF DUTY. Page 3Three for the form to work Necessary. How was your experience at this bank? Let other people know what you
think. Leave the review, review, Complaint or tip below: Please note that there is no direct contact with that institution and we offer this for review purposes only. Please do not leave any personal or personally identifiable information here:Exclude reviews from other branchesN not receive feedback yet. Be the first to share your experiences. No feedback yet.
Be the first to share your experiences. Experience.
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